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Symmetry breaking in a quantum system often leads to complex emergent be-
havior. In bilayer graphene (BLG), an electric field applied perpendicular to
the basal plane breaks the inversion symmetry of the lattice, opening a band
gap at the charge neutrality point. In a quantizing magnetic field electron
interactions can cause spontaneous symmetry breaking within the spin and
valley degrees of freedom, resulting in quantum Hall states (QHS) with com-
plex order. Here we report fractional quantum Hall states (FQHS) in bilayer
graphene which show phase transitions that can be tuned by a transverse elec-
tric field. This result provides a model platform to study the role of symmetry
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breaking in emergent states with distinct topological order.
The fractional quantum Hall effect (1) (FQHE) represents a spectacular example of emer-
gent behavior where strong Coulomb interactions drive the existence of a correlated many body
state. In conventional III-V heterostructures, the celebrated Laughlin wave function (2) together
with the composite fermion picture (3) provides a complete description of the series of FQHE
states that have been observed within the lowest Landau level. In higher Landau levels the
situation remains less clear, as in addition to Laughlin states, new many-body phases appear
such as the still controversial even-denominator 5/2 state (4) (presumed to be a Pfaffian with
non-abelian quantum statistics (5)), and a variety of charge-density wave states (6,7).
Recently the nature of the FQHE in graphene has received intense interest (8–14) since the
combined spin and valley degrees of freedom are conjectured to yield novel FQHE states within
an approximate SU(4) symmetry space (assuming relatively weak spin Zeeman and short-range
interaction energies can be ignored). Furthermore, unlike conventional semiconductor systems,
which have shown limited evidence for transitions in fractional states (15–19), the wide gate
tunability of graphene systems coupled with large cyclotron energies allows for the exploration
of multiple different SU(4) order parameters for a large range of filling fractions. In bilayer
graphene, the capability to force transitions between different spin and valley orderings by cou-
pling to electric fields perpendicular to the basal plane as well as magnetic fields provides a
unique opportunity to probe interaction-driven symmetry breaking within this expanded SU(4)
basis in a fully controllable way (20–23). The most intriguing consequence of this field tunabil-
ity is the possibility to induce transitions between different FQHE phases (24–26). Thus, BLG
provides a unique model system to experimentally study phase transitions between different
topologically-ordered states.
While observation of the FQHE in monolayer graphene has now been reported in several
studies (8,9,11,12) including evidence of magnetic-field-induced phase transitions (27), achiev-
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ing the necessary sample quality in bilayer graphene (BLG) has proven a formidable chal-
lenge (10,13,14). Here we fabricate BLG devices encapsulated in hexagonal boron nitride using
the recently developed van der Waals transfer technique (28) (see supplementary materials (SM)
section 1.1). The device geometry includes both a local graphite bottom gate and an aligned
metal top gate, which allows us to independently control the carrier density in the channel
(n = (CTGVTG +CBGVBG)/e− n0, where CTG (CBG) is the top (bottom) gate capacitance per
area, VTG (VBG) is the top (bottom) gate voltage, e is the electron charge, and n0 is residual dop-
ing) and the applied average electric displacement field (D = (CTGVTG−CBGVBG)/20−D0,
where D0 is a residual displacement field due to doping). Crucially, these devices have the por-
tion of the graphene leads that extend outside of the dual-gated channel exposed to the silicon
substrate, which we utilize as a third gate to set the carrier density of the leads independently
(Fig. 1a). We have found that tuning the carrier density in the graphene leads has a dramatic
effect on the quality of magnetotransport data (see SM section 2.2) allowing us to greatly im-
prove the quantum Hall signatures, especially at large applied magnetic fields. Due to a slight
systematic n-doping of our contacts during fabrication, our highest-quality data is obtained for
an n-doped channel. We thus restrict our study to the electron side of the band structure.
Under application of low magnetic fields, transport measurements show a sequence of QHE
plateaus in Rxy appearing at h/4me2, where m is a non-zero integer, together with resistance
minima in Rxx, consistent with the single-particle Landau level spectrum expected for bilayer
graphene (29). At fields larger than ∼5 T, we observe complete symmetry breaking with QHE
states appearing at all integer filling fractions, indicative of the high quality of our sample (fig.
1b). By cooling the sample to sub-kelvin temperatures (20-300 mK) and applying higher mag-
netic fields (up to 31 T), clearly developed fractional quantum Hall states (FQHSs) appear at
partial LL filling, with vanishing Rxx and unambiguous plateaus in Rxy. Fig. 1d shows an
example of a remarkably well formed FQHS at LL filling fraction ν = 2/3 appearing at ap-
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proximately 25 T. By changing VTG while sweeping VBG, we can observe the effect of different
displacement fields on these FQHSs. Fig. 1d shows an example of this behaviour at two demon-
strative top gate voltages. For VTG = 0.2 V, the ν = 2/3 and ν = 5/3 FQHSs are clearly visible
as minima σxx, whereas for VTG = 1.2 V, the ν = 2/3 state is completely absent, the 5/3 state
appears weakened, and a new state at ν = 4/3 becomes visible. This indicates that both the
existence of the FQHE in BLG, and importantly the sequence of the observed states, depend
critically on the applied electric displacement field, and that a complete study of the fractional
hierarchy in this material requires the ability to independently vary the carrier density and dis-
placement field.
To more clearly characterize the effect of displacement field it is illuminating to remap the
conductivity data versus displacement field and LL filling fraction ν. One such map is shown
in fig. 2a where we have focused on filling fractions between 0 < ν < 4. Replotted in this
way a distinct sequence of transitions, marked by compressible regions with increased conduc-
tivity, is observed for each LL. For example, at ν = 1 there is evidently a phase transition
exactly at D = 0, and then a second transition at large finite D. By contrast at ν = 2, there
is no apparent transition at D = 0, and while there is a transition at finite D, it appears at
much smaller displacement field than at ν = 1. Finally at ν = 3 there is a single transition
only observed at D = 0. This pattern is in agreement with other recent experiments (30). At
large displacement fields it is expected that it is energetically favorable to maximize layer po-
larization, indicating that low-displacement-field states which undergo a transition into another
state at large displacement field (e.g. ν = 1, 2) likely exhibit an ordering different from full
layer polarization. Following predictions that polarization in the 0-1 orbital degeneracy space
is energetically unfavorable (31), this could be a spin ordering, like ferromagnetism or antifer-
romagnetism, or a layer-coherent phase (31–34). This interpretation is consistent with several
previous experimental studies which reported transitions within the symmetry broken integer
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QHE states to a layer polarized phase under finite displacement field (20–23,30).
At higher magnetic field and lower temperature (Fig. 2b) the integer states remain robust at
all displacement fields, indicating that the observed transitions in Fig. 2a are actually continuous
non-monotonic gaps that are being washed out by temperature or disorder when the gap is small.
At these fields FQH states within each LL become evident, exhibiting transitions of their own
with displacement field. Of particular interest in our study are the states at ν = 2/3 and ν = 5/3
which are the most well developed. A strong ν = 2/3 state is consistent with recent theory (35),
which predicts this state to be fully polarized in orbital index in the 0 direction. At ν = 2/3,
there is a clear transition apparent at D = 0, as well as two more at |D| ≈ 100 mV/nm. These
transitions are qualitatively and quantitatively similar to the transitions in the ν = 1 state seen
in Fig. 2b. For the 5/3 state, we present high-resolution scans at fields from 20-30 T in Fig. 2c.
Here we again observe a transition at D = 0 as well as at finite D. The finite D transitions,
however, occur at much smaller values than for either ν = 2/3 or 1. Indeed, they are much
closer in D value to the transitions taking place at ν = 2, which is almost a factor of∼8 smaller
than that of ν = 1.
In Fig. 3a-b we plot the resistance minima of 2/3 and 5/3 state, respectively, as a function
of D (corresponding to vertical line cuts through the 2D map in Fig. 2b). For the 2/3 state we
observe a broad transition, whose position we define by estimating the middle of the transition.
The 5/3 state exhibits much narrower transitions, which we mark by the local maximum of
resistance. Fig. 3c plots the location of transitions in D as a function of magnetic field B for
both integer and fractional filling fractions. Our main observation is that the transitions in the
fractional quantum Hall states and the transitions in the parent integer state (i.e., the smallest
integer larger than the fraction) fall along the same line in D vs. B. More specifically, the
finite D transitions for ν = 2/3 and ν = 1 fall along a single line of slope 7 mV/nm·T, and the
transitions for ν = 5/3 and ν = 2 fall along a single line of slope 0.9 mV/nm·T.
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We now turn to a discussion of the nature of these transitions. For the lowest LL of BLG,
the possible internal quantum state of electrons comprises an octet described by the SU(4) spin-
valley space and the 0-1 LL orbital degeneracy. Since ν = 1 corresponds to filling 5 of the 8
degenerate states in the lowest LL, the system will necessarily be polarized in some direction
of the SU(4) spin-valley space. The presence of a D = 0 transition for ν = 1 indicates that
even at low displacement field, the ground state exhibits a layer polarization which changes as
D goes through zero. At the same time, we expect that at large D the system is maximally
layer polarized. We therefore propose that the transition at finite D is between a 1/5 layer-
polarized state (e.g. 3 top layer, 2 bottom layer levels filled) and a 3/5 layer-polarized state (e.g.
4 top layer, 1 bottom layer levels filled) (32–34). Interestingly, the quantitative agreement of
the transitions for ν = 2/3 and ν = 1, shown in Fig. 3c, strongly suggest that the composite
fermions undergo a similar transition in layer polarization.
While the observed transition at ν = 1 and its associated FQHE (i.e., ν = 2/3) can be
explained by a partial-to-full layer polarization transition, the nature of the transition at ν = 2
is less clear: presumably again the high D state exhibits layer polarization, but we do not have
any experimental insight as to the ordering of the low D state. Additionally, while the finite
D transitions in the 5/3 state seem to follow the ν =2 transitions quantitatively (Fig. 3c), the
5/3 state also has a clear transition at D = 0, suggesting there may be a different ground state
ordering of the 5/3 and 2 states very near D = 0. In particular, the transition at D = 0 indicates
that the ν = 5/3 state exhibits layer polarization even at low displacement field, in a state
separate from the high-displacement-field layer polarized state, whereas this does not appear to
be true at ν = 2. One possible explanation for this result could be the formation of a layer-
coherent phase that forms at ν = 2 filling (34), but which is not stabilized at partial filling of
the Landau level.
We also briefly mention other observed FQHSs. At the highest fields we see evidence
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of ν = 1/3 and ν = 4/3 (see supplemental 2.3 and Fig. 2c), with both exhibiting a phase
transitions that appear to follow those of ν = 2/3 and ν = 5/3, respectively. We have also
observed transitions in the ν = 8/3 state with displacement field (see Fig. 2b), though we do
not have a systematic study of its dependence on magnetic field due to our limited gate range.
Qualitatively, there is a region at low D where no minimum is apparent which gives way to
a plateau and minimum at finite D. The ν = 3 state exhibits a similar transition at D = 0,
indicating that there may also be a correspondence between the integer and fractional states in
the ν =3 Landau level. The inset of Fig. 3c summarizes these observations, while the detailed
data are available in SM section 2.6. Lastly, we have preliminary evidence that the fractional
hierarchy breaks electron-hole symmetry (14) (see SM section 2.3), as the clearest fractional
states we observe can be described as ν = m− 1/3 where m is an integer.
The electric-field-driven phase transitions observed in BLG’s FQHE indicate that ordering
in the SU(4) degeneracy space is critical to the stability of the FQHE. In particular, quantitative
agreement between transitions in FQH states and those in parent integer QH states suggests that
generally the composite fermions in BLG inherit the SU(4) polarization of the integer state, and
couple to symmetry breaking terms with the same strength. However, an apparent disagreement
in the transition structure at ν =5/3 and ν =2 indicates that there may be subtle differences in
the ground state ordering for the integer and fractional quantum Hall states.
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Fig. 1. A) Schematic diagram of the dual-gate device architecture. B) σxx as a function of
top and bottom gate voltages at B=14 T, and T=1.8 K. All broken symmetry integer states are
visible. White dashed lines indicate degenerate cyclotron gaps C) Rxx and Rxy as a function of
magnetic field at a fixed carrier density (n = 4.2×1011 cm−2). A fully developed ν = 2/3 state
appears at ∼25 T, with a 3/5 state developing at higher field. D) σxx vs. filling fraction at 30 T,
300 mK acquired by sweeping the bottom gate for two different top gate voltages.
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integer symmetry breaking for 1≤ ν ≤4. B) σxx atB = 18 T and T = 20 mK showing both well
developed minima at fractional filling factors, and clear transitions with varying displacement
field. C) High resolution scans of the region 1< ν <2, -50< D <50 mV/nm at 300 mK for
three different magnetic fields .
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1. Material and Methods 
 
1.1 Device fabrication process 
The dual-gated bilayer graphene device is fabricated in the process shown in Fig. S1. 
First, graphene, BN, and graphite flakes are each prepared on a piranha-cleaned surface 
of SiO2/Si by mechanical exfoliation. An optical microscope is used to identify flakes 
with the proper thickness and layer number. The surface of every flake is then examined 
by an atomic force microscope (AFM) in non-contact mode. Only flakes which are 
completely free from particles, tape residues and step edges are selected. The stack is 
assembled using the same method as in our previous work, the van der Waals (vdW) 
transfer method (28). As shown in Fig. S1A, B, C, the BN/graphene/BN stack is made 
using the top BN flake to pick up a bilayer graphene flake and the bottom BN flake in 
sequence. The stack is then transferred on a flake of graphite (Fig. S1E), which is used as 
the local gate. Fig. S2A shows an AFM image of the BN/graphene/BN/graphite stack, 
which is totally bubble free. The stack is then etched to expose the graphene edges, which 
are outside of the graphite region (Fig. S1F). Edge-contact is then made by depositing 
1/10/60 nm of Cr/Pd/Au layers. A metal top gate is finally deposited to achieve the dual 
gated device (Fig. S2B). 
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Fig. S1. Schematic of the fabrication process of a dual-gated BN/graphene/BN 
device. (A) Top layer h-BN flake (PPC film is not shown in this schematic). (B) Top BN 
flake picks up a piece of bilayer graphene using the vdW method. (C) Top BN flake with 
bilayer graphene picks up bottom layer BN using the vdW method. (D) A piece of 
graphite, which will be used as the local gate, is prepared on SiO2/Si substrate by 
mechanically exfoliation. (E) The BN/graphene/BN stack is transferred onto the graphite 
using the vdW method. (F) The BN/graphene/BN stack is etched. (G) Electrical leads to 
the device are made by edge contact. (H) Top gate metal is deposited. 
 
 
Fig.S2. AFM and optical images of the device. (A) AFM image of the 
BN/graphene/BN/graphite stack on SiO2 substrate, taken at the stage of Fig.S1E step. (B) 
Optical image of the final device.  
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2. Supplementary text 
 
2.1 Low temperature transport at zero magnetic field 
Fig. S3 shows the measured resistivity as a function of the local graphite gate voltage. 
The bottom BN thickness is 18.5 nm measured by AFM. Negative resistance is observed, 
indicating ballistic transport across the diagonal of the device. That gives an estimation of 
the lower bound of the carrier mean free path to be 15 µm, which corresponds to a carrier 
mobility value of 1 000 000 cm2/Vs.  
 
Fig. S3. Four terminal resistivity measured as a function on local graphite gate 
voltage. Zooming-in on the curve near zero resistance is shown in the inset. A negative 
resistance is observed, indicating ballistic transport. 
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2.2 Effect of gate tuning the graphene leads on the quantum Hall measurement 
In all our devices, we keep a distance (typically ranging from 0.5 to 2 µm, depending on 
the alignment accuracy of the lithography) between the metal leads and the top and 
bottom gate to prevent any direct short or leakage between the device layer and the gates. 
This results in a small length of the lead which is made of graphene, and which is not 
dual gated by the local top and bottom gates (Fig. S4). Due to graphene’s low resistivity, 
these graphene leads are completely suitable voltage probes at zero magnetic field. At 
high magnetic field, however, the ν = 0 state is strongly insulating (37). Thus any PN 
junction taking place in the graphene lead will become highly resistive and will result in a 
poor voltage probe. To overcome this problem, a high voltage is applied to the silicon 
back gate to induce a high carrier density in the graphene leads of the same type as the 
device channel. The device channel is not affected by the silicon back gate thanks to the 
screening of the local graphite gate. Fig. S5 shows a comparison of quantum Hall 
measurements of the longitudinal resistance Rxx and the Hall conductivity σxy as a 
function of local back gate voltage, with the silicon gate being set to 0 V and 60 V. The 
local top gate is set to 0 V. Clearly, on the electron side, better developed plateaus in σxy 
and minima in Rxx are observed when the silicon gate is set to 60 V. However, on the 
hole side data are not improved due to a PN junction between the lead and the channel. 
Conversely, when the silicon gate is set to be – 60 V, the hole side is improved and the 
electron side is degraded. 
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Fig. S4. Schematic diagram showing the graphene leads of the device. 
 
 
Fig. S5. Comparison of the quantum Hall measurements for different induced 
carrier densities in the graphene leads: (A) silicon gate voltage is 0 V, (B) silicon gate 
voltage is 60 V, (C) silicon gate voltage is – 60V. 
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2.3 Longitudinal and Hall conductivity versus carrier density at 31T, 300mK 
The longitudinal and Hall conductivity are measured under a magnetic field of 31 T at 
300 mK. In Fig. S6, a detailed plot of the lowest Landau level is given. We observe the 
quantization of σxy to values of νe2/h concomitant with minima in Rxx at fractional filling 
factors ν = -10/3, -7/3, -4/3, -1/3, 1/3, 2/3, 5/3, and 8/3. This sequence breaks electron-
hole symmetry (14) and seems to indicate that the sequence described by ν = m-1/3, 
where m is an integer, are the most robust fractional states. 
 
Fig. S6. Longitudinal and Hall conductivity as a function of local back gate. 
 
2.4 Fractional quantum Hall state ν=2/3 as a function of displacement field 
As shown in Fig. S7, the finite D transition for ν = 2/3 state occurs at higher D values 
compared with ν = 5/3 state. As the magnetic field increases,  the transition broadens and 
its D value also increases. 
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Fig. S7. Fractional quantum Hall state 2/3 as a function of displacement filed under 
magnetic field values of 15 T, 20 T and 25 T 
 
2.5 Fractional quantum Hall for ν>4 
In addition to the fractional quantum Hall states in the range -4<ν<4, we also observe 
fractional states in the range 4<ν<8. We see evidence of 14/3, 17/3, 20/3, and 23/3, all of 
which follow the n-1/3 hierarchy proposed in section 2.3 (Fig. S7 a). We do not see 
obvious transitions in displacement field in these higher LL fractions, but this could well 
be due to measurement issues related to the extremely high gate voltages needed to 
observe these states (Fig. S7 b). We observe no evidence of fractions for ν>8.  
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Fig. S8. Fractional quantum Hall in higher Landau levels: A) Longitudinal 
conductivity as a function of filling fraction and magnetic field. Data taken at 20 mK. B) 
Longitudinal conductivity as a function of filling fraction and displacement field at 18 T, 
20 mK.  
 
2.6 Data sets for Fig. 3c 
In figure S9 we display the remaining data that went in to Fig. 3c. Data from the device 
marked as a circle is also presented in Fig. 2c, Fig. 3b, and Fig. S7. Data from the device 
marked as a square is also in Fig. 2a, Fig. 2b, Fig. 3a, and Fig. S8. Data from the device 
marked as a diamond is also presented in Fig. 1b. 
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Fig. S9. All previously unpresented datasets for the plot in Fig. 3c: Symbols designate 
different devices and correspond to symbols in Fig. 3c. Transitions for ν=1 (ν=2) are 
circled in blue (red). 
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